
Scaling up Skills for Success in Agriculture
To remain competitive in the agricultural industry, farmers must stay current on the latest techniques 
and technology. Training new workers is also essential to building necessary skills in the agricultural 
labor force. 

Here are a few examples of that work:

• To improve ornamental horticulture industry profits, Hawaii Extension provides education for nursery
and floriculture business owners and workers on crop production issues. In a survey, 97% of respondents
said the webinars would help them reduce crop losses to diseases.

• Youths ages 13 to 15 who complete the North Dakota Extension tractor safety certification camps
become eligible to work on farms.

• When pandemic restrictions prevented in-person gathering, Illinois Extension offered webinars that
enabled 42 certified crop advisors, more than 300 livestock managers and 291 managers of food
businesses to obtain continuing education credits and certification.

• Researchers at Tennessee State University showed that by investing $2,500-$3,000 for a small alfalfa-
pellet processing plant, a farm can improve profits by $80 to $137 per acre.

• Wyoming Extension lends cattle producers the equipment needed for artificial insemination and assists
them with the process. As a result, six new enterprises launched, and three producers adopted new
management practices to enhance sustainability of their businesses.

• More than 125 high school students have been trained in maple syrup production and marketing by
Vermont Extension.

• Loggers who completed the Alabama Professional Logging Manager trainings increased their
knowledge of sustainable forestry practices by 58% on average.
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Meeting a need for meat

When large meat-packing facilities were forced to halt production during the COVID-19 
pandemic, smaller-scale meat processors were overwhelmed and found it hard to hire 
skilled workers. In response to the reduced processing capacity, livestock and poultry 
producers moved to direct marketing or started their own processing facilities. Purdue 
Extension and the Purdue Boilermaker Butcher Block developed a hands-on meat lab for 
Indiana residents to learn how to process meat. Participants said the training improved 
their knowledge and confidence to perform animal harvest techniques (81%), carcass 
processing techniques (81%), food safety procedures (83%) and species specifics (100%).


